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Abstract.14

Background: Some oldest-old individuals can maintain superior cognition despite advanced age. Little is known about the
neuropathological changes in the brains of oldest-old superior cognitive performers.

15

16

Objective: Our objective was to examine the associations between Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and non-AD neuropathologic
features in relation to superior cognitive performance in oldest-old individuals.

17

18

Methods: We analyzed brain autopsy data from 102 participants with normal cognition from The 90+ Study. Superior global
cognitive performers (SGCP) were defined as having Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) score ≥28 in the last visit 12
to 2 months before death. To examine the associations between individual and multiple comorbid neuropathologic features
with SGCP status we used multiple logistic regression models adjusting for age, sex, and education.

19
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Results: Alzheimer’s disease neuropathological change (ADNC) and low levels of vascular pathologic change were not
associated with superior cognition. In contrast, participants with limbic (OR = 8.37; 95% CI: 1.48–47.44) and neocortical
(OR = 10.80;95% CI: 1.03–113.82) Lewy body disease (LBD), or with hippocampal sclerosis (HS) (OR = 5.28; 95%CI:
1.10–25.47) were more likely to be non-SGCP. High total burden of multiple comorbid neuropathologic features was
associated with a lower likelihood of being SGCP.
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Conclusion: Oldest-old superior cognitive performers were resilient to ADNC and low levels of vascular pathologic change
and were resistant to non-AD neurodegenerative changes and multiple comorbid neuropathologic features. Understanding
the factors underlying the ability of superior cognitive performers to resist these changes might provide useful insights on
maintenance of superior cognition despite advanced age.
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INTRODUCTION 33

Cognitive impairment is considered an almost 34

unavoidable consequence of aging [1, 2], and sev- 35

eral autopsy studies have found associations between 36
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cognitive impairment and age-related neuropatho-37

logic features in the brain [3–7]. However, few studies38

have examined neuropathologic features in relation39

to superior cognitive performance. The Northwestern40

University SuperAging Study defined “SuperAgers”41

as individuals having similar memory to younger42

individuals and found significantly lower frequency43

of AD neuropathologic change (ADNC), i.e., neu-44

rofibrillary tangles and amyloid plaques, in the45

anterior cingulate cortex of SuperAgers [8–12] when46

compared to age-matched controls. In another study47

of 10 SuperAgers, they observed sparse to frequent48

tangles in the hippocampus and no neocortical tan-49

gles in 90% (9/10) of SuperAgers [11]. While there is50

some information on the association between supe-51

rior cognition in advanced age and ADNC, not much52

is known about the associations of superior cognition53

with non-AD neuropathologic features or with mul-54

tiple comorbid neuropathologic features. Examining55

brain autopsy data in oldest-old superior cognitive56

performers could reveal valuable insights on whether57

their high level of performance results from cognitive58

resilience despite neuropathologic changes or from59

resistance to developing such changes [13, 14]. This60

could inform prevention strategies targeted towards61

specific neuropathologic features that reduce the like-62

lihood of superior cognitive performance.63

Previous autopsy studies on The 90+ Study partici-64

pants reported that individual and multiple comorbid65

neuropathologic features were common in oldest-old66

individuals and were associated with increased likeli-67

hood and severity of cognitive impairment [6, 14, 15].68

In this study, we explored the superior performance69

end of the cognitive spectrum using brain autopsy70

data from The 90+ Study—an ongoing, longitudi-71

nal, community-based study of aging and dementia72

on individuals aged 90 years and older, the oldest-73

old [15, 16]. Our objectives were: 1) to examine74

the associations between individual AD and non-AD75

neuropathologic features with superior cognitive per-76

formance in the oldest-old, and 2) to examine the77

associations between multiple comorbid neuropatho-78

logic features with superior cognitive performance in79

the oldest-old.80

METHODS81

Participants82

The initial participants of The 90+ Study were sur-83

vivors of the Leisure World Cohort Study (LWCS)84

[17], an epidemiologic study on the members of a85

retirement community in Orange County, California. 86

The 90+ Study commenced in 2003 when LWCS par- 87

ticipants aged 90 or older on January 1, 2003, were 88

invited to join. A similar invitation was extended on 89

January 1, 2008, and every year thereafter to those 90

turning 90 years old. More recently, volunteers aged 91

90 years and older who were residents of Orange 92

County, California, and lived within a two hour drive 93

of the study location, were recruited in the study 94

through an open recruitment [18]. While the LWCS 95

participants were recruited regardless of cognitive 96

diagnosis, the volunteers had no or mild dementia. 97

Currently, approximately two thirds of The 90+ Study 98

participants are from the original LWCS and one third 99

are volunteers from open recruitment. 100

All 1,335 participants (966 from LWCS and 369 101

volunteers) who agreed to in-person examination 102

were invited to be part of the autopsy program. As 103

of February 2022, 623 participants (308 from LWCS 104

and 315 volunteers) had enrolled in the autopsy pro- 105

gram. Of the 623 participants, 481 have died, 452 106

(94%) came to autopsy, and we have completed the 107

autopsy evaluation and final cognitive diagnosis for 108

407 participants. Only the 117 participants with nor- 109

mal cognitive diagnosis at the time of death were 110

considered for this analysis (Fig. 1). 111

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and 112

patient consents 113

All participants or their designated informants pro- 114

vided consent to participate in the study and the study 115

was approved by the University of California, Irvine 116

(UCI) Institutional Review Board (IRB). 117

Neuropathological assessment 118

The UCI pathology team procured the brain 119

specimens, which were fixed in formalin and then 120

sent to the Department of Pathology at Stan- 121

ford University for inspection, dissection, and 122

(immuno)histopathologic evaluation according to 123

current consensus criteria while blinded to cogni- 124

tive diagnosis and any other participant information. 125

The neuropathologic features were scored as fol- 126

lows: 1) ADNC (0 = not 1 = low; 2 = intermediate; 127

3 = high) was based on the National Institute on 128

Aging-Alzheimer’s Association (NIA-AA) “ABC” 129

score, which incorporates Thal Phase for amyloid- 130

� (A�) plaques, Braak staging for neurofibrillary 131

tangles, and Consortium to Establish a Registry for 132

AD (CERAD) staging for neuritic plaques [19, 20]; 133
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Fig. 1. Participant flowchart: The 90+ Study. CIND, Cognitive impairment, no dementia; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; non-SGCP,
non-Superior Global Cognitive Performers; SGCP, Superior Global Cognitive Performers.

2) Cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA) (0 = none;134

1 = mild; 2 = moderate; 3 = severe) [21]; 3) Microin-135

farcts (0 = none; 1 = 1; 2 = 2; 3 = 3+) [19, 20]; 4)136

Atherosclerosis (0 = none; 1 = mild when present at137

branch points in the circle of Willis; 2 = moderate138

when present at branch points and elsewhere in139

the circle of Willis; 3 = severe when present on the140

cerebral convexity); 5) Arteriolosclerosis (0 = none;141

1 = mild for partial replacement of vascular smooth142

muscle cells; 2 = moderate for full replacement of143

vascular smooth muscle cells; 3 = severe for con-144

centric thickening of the sclerotic vessel wall);145

6) Lewy body disease (LBD) (0 = none/olfactory;146

1 = brainstem-predominant; 2 = limbic [transitional];147

3 = neocortical [diffuse]) (2 individuals with LBD148

only in the amygdala were included in the 0149

LBD category) [22]; 7) Hippocampal sclerosis (HS)150

(0 = absent; 1 = present in either right or left or 151

both) [19, 20]; 8) Limbic-predominant age-related 152

TDP-43 encephalopathy neuropathological change 153

(LATE-NC) (0 = none; 1 = amygdala only; 2 = plus 154

hippocampus; 3 = plus middle frontal gyrus) [23]; 9) 155

Age-related tau astrogliopathy (ARTAG) (0 = none; 156

1 = occasional; 2 = numerous) [24]. 157

Assessment of comorbid pathology indices 158

To examine the comorbid neuropatholgic features 159

at different severity levels, we followed the meth- 160

ods from a previous study on the Nun Study and the 161

Honolulu-Asia Aging Study (HAAS) [7] to compute 162

summary comorbid neuropathology indices. Each 163

specific neuropathologic feature was given an index 164

value of 0 for absent/negligible levels, 0.4 for inter- 165
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mediate, or 1 to denote severe levels of pathologic166

change. The index values for the specific neuropatho-167

logic features were then added into an index. As done168

by the previous study, we chose 0.4 as the intermedi-169

ate level, to distinguish the influence of a single severe170

pathology (comorbid pathology index 1.0) from 2171

or 3 intermediate pathologies (comorbid pathology172

indices 0.8 and 1.2, respectively). Specific neu-173

ropathologic feature index values were assigned as174

follows: 1) AD index value was 0 for low/not, 0.4 for175

intermediate, and 1.0 for high ADNC; 2) CAA index176

value was 0 for was low, 0.4 for mild/moderate, and177

1.0 for severe CAA; 3) Microinfarcts index value was178

0 for no, 0.4 for 1-2, and 1.0 for 3 or more microin-179

farcts; 4) Atherosclerosis index value was 0 for no, 0.4180

for mild/moderate, and 1.0 for severe atherosclerosis;181

5) Arteriolosclerosis index value was 0 for no, 0.4182

for mild, and 1.0 for moderate/severe arterioloscle-183

rosis; 6) LBD index value was 0 for none/olfactory184

LBD, 0.4 for brainstem-predominant/limbic LBD,185

and 1.0 for neocortical (diffuse) LBD; 7) HS index186

value was 0 for absent, 0.4 for unilateral, and 1.0187

for bilateral HS; (\8) LATE-NC index value was188

0 for no, 0.4 for amygdala, and 1.0 for hippocam-189

pal/cortical LATE-NC; (\9) ARTAG index value was190

0 for no, 0.4 for occasional, and 1.0 for numerous191

ARTAG. Additionally, to derive binary severe vascu-192

lar index values, all vascular neuropathologies, i.e.,193

CAA, microinfarcts, atherosclerosis, and arterioscle-194

rosis, were further recoded as- absent (=0) when the195

specific vascular pathology index value were 0 or 0.4,196

and present (=1) when the index value was 1.0.197

Four different comorbid neuropathology indices198

were calculated as follows: 1) Total neuropathol-199

ogy index was the sum of all (i.e., ADNC, CAA,200

microinfarcts, atherosclerosis, arteriosclerosis, LBD,201

HS, LATE-NC, and ARTAG) neuropathology index202

values; 2) Vascular index was the sum of CAA,203

microinfarcts, atherosclerosis, and arteriosclerosis204

index values; 3) Severe vascular index was the sum of205

severe vascular index values for CAA, microinfarcts,206

atherosclerosis, and arteriosclerosis; 4) Neurodegen-207

erative index was the sum of index values for LBD,208

HS, LATE-NC, and ARTAG.209

Cognitive diagnosis210

Full clinical evaluations of participants carried out211

every six months consisted of a neurologic examina-212

tion, physical examination, full neuropsychological213

battery [25], review of medical history, examination214

of medication containers, and interviews with infor-215

mants. A final cognitive diagnosis was assigned after 216

death in a multidisciplinary consensus conference 217

using all available information from the longitudinal 218

evaluations, brain imaging when clinically available, 219

and medical records. All cognitive diagnosis assign- 220

ments were done blinded to pathologic evaluation 221

results. Participants were diagnosed as having nor- 222

mal cognition, cognitive impairment but no dementia 223

(CIND), or dementia. A dementia diagnosis was 224

made according to Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 225

of Mental Disorders 4th Edition diagnostic criteria 226

[26]. CIND was assigned when cognitive or func- 227

tional impairments were present but did not meet 228

criteria for dementia. 229

Superior global cognitive performer definition 230

The neuropsychological battery included the Mini- 231

Mental State Examination (MMSE) to assess global 232

cognition [27]. For this work, we assessed mainte- 233

nance of superior global cognition until the time of 234

death. Superior global cognitive performers (SGCP) 235

were defined as individuals who had: 1) normal diag- 236

nosis in the consensus conference and, 2) an MMSE 237

score of 28 or above in the last visit 12 to 2 months 238

before death. Non- superior global cognitive per- 239

formers (non-SGCP) were individuals who also had 240

normal diagnosis in the consensus conference but had 241

an MMSE score below 28. This cut-off was based 242

on a previous study on The 90+ Study participants 243

reporting a mean MMSE score of 28 in cognitively 244

normal participants [28]. To limit the possibility of 245

classification error due to poor cognitive performance 246

resulting from terminal illness, we did not consider 247

MMSE scores in the last 2 months of life. 248

Statistical analysis 249

We describe participant characteristics and propor- 250

tion of participants overall and by SGCP status. We 251

calculated the different comorbid indices, examined 252

their distribution by SGCP status, and then catego- 253

rized the indices into smaller groups according to 254

their distribution, such that each category had suf- 255

ficient number of SGCP and non-SGCP participants. 256

The total neuropathology index was categorized as 257

<1.8 (reference group), 1.8-<3, 3-<4, and 4+. We 258

did not categorize the vascular index as there was 259

no clear relationship pattern with SGCP status. The 260

severe vascular index was categorized as 0 (reference 261

group), 1, 2, and 3. The neurodegenerative index was 262

categorized as 0 (reference group), 0.4-<1, and 1+. To 263
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Table 1
Characteristics of autopsied cognitively normal participants: The 90+ Study

Characteristics All participants Superior global cognitive
performers (SGCP)

Non-Superior global cognitive
performers (Non SGCP)

(N = 102) (N = 71) (N = 31)

Sex
Male 41 (40.2%) 27 (38.0%) 14 (45.2%)
Female 61 (59.8%) 44 (62.0%) 17 (54.8%)

Age of death
Mean (SD) 97.6 (3.3) 97.4 (3.4) 98.0 (2.9)

Age of visit for MMSE
Mean (SD) 97.1 (3.3) 96.9 (3.4) 97.5 (2.9)

Education
Less than college 44 (43.1%) 31 (43.7%) 13 (41.9%)
College or higher 58 (56.9%) 40 (56.3%) 18 (58.1%)

Leisure World Cohort participant
No 51 (50.0%) 34 (47.9%) 17 (54.8%)
Yes 51 (50.0%) 37 (52.1%) 14 (45.2%)

Brain weight (grams)
Mean (SD) 1,160.9 (110.1) 1,161.4 (111.7) 1,159.7 (108.4)
N (Missing) 96 (6) 65 (6) 31 (0)

MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination.

examine the associations with individual and multi-264

ple comorbid neuropathologic features, we calculated265

odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI)266

using multiple logistic regression models adjusting267

for age at visit (last visit when MMSE was done),268

sex, and college education (yes/no). For all analy-269

ses, our outcome of interest was SGCP status, and270

we modeled the probability of being a non-SGCP.271

Therefore, in our results, an OR above 1 would indi-272

cate a higher likelihood of being a non-SGCP which273

also indicates a lower likelihood of being a SGCP.274

Conversely, an OR below 1 would indicate a lower275

likelihood of being a non-SGCP which also indicates276

a higher likelihood of being a SGCP.277

Secondary analyses278

To assess the robustness of our analysis, we did279

additional secondary analyses. First, since some of280

the neuropathologic features had low prevalence in281

our study population, which could lead to sparse282

data bias, we conducted exact logistic regressions for283

all neuropathologic features in relation to superior284

cognition. Second, we tried two alternative MMSE285

cut-off points (27 and 29) to define superior cognitive286

performers. To examine the associations of supe-287

rior cognition using these alternative cut-offs with288

individual neuropathologic features, we repeated the289

multiple logistic regression analyses adjusting for age290

at visit, sex, and college education to calculate OR and291

95% CI. All analyses were performed using SAS 9.4292

(SAS Institute; Cary, NC, US).

RESULTS 293

Out of 117 autopsied participants with normal cog- 294

nitive diagnosis, 102 had at least one MMSE score 295

between 12 to 2 months before death (Fig. 1). Overall, 296

the average age of our study participants at the time 297

of their last visit was 97.1 years. Most participants 298

were women (59.8%) and college-educated (56.9%). 299

Among these participants, 71 (69.6%) were classified 300

as SGCP while 31 (30.4%) were non-SGCPs. There 301

was no significant difference in age, sex, education, 302

LWC participation, and brain weight between SGCPs 303

and non-SGCPs (Table 1). 304

Distribution of individual and multiple comorbid 305

pathologies by SGCP status 306

The distribution of neuropathologic features by 307

SGCP status are shown in Table 2. ADNC was not 308

different between SGCP and non-SGCP participants 309

with most participants in both groups having low 310

and intermediate ADNC (66.2% of SGCPs versus 311

61.3% of non-SGCPs). When separately examin- 312

ing the distribution of the A score, Braak tangle 313

stage, and C scores we found no difference in the 314

SGCP and non-SGCP. Among vascular neuropatho- 315

logic features, CAA was observed in about half of 316

the participants in both groups. Severe CAA was less 317

common in SGCPs (5.6%) compared to non-SGCPs 318

(16.1%). Microinfarcts were slightly more common 319

in SGCPs (22.5%) compared to non-SGCPs (19.4%). 320

Mild or moderate atherosclerosis was present in more 321
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Table 2
Associations between individual neuropathological features and superior global cognitive performance in the oldest-old

Pathologies All
Participants

Superior global
cognitive performers
(SGCP)

Non-Superior global
cognitive performers
(Non SGCP)

OR (95% CI)a

(N = 102) (N = 71) (N = 31)

AD neuropathologic change (ADNC)
Not 13 (12.7%) 9 (12.7%) 4 (12.9%) 1.00 (Reference)
Low 28 (27.5%) 17 (23.9%) 11 (35.5%) 1.24 (0.29–5.28)
Intermediate 38 (37.3%) 30 (42.3%) 8 (25.8%) 0.53 (0.12–2.25)
High 23 (22.5%) 15 (21.1%) 8 (25.8%) 1.09 (0.23–5.06)

NIA-AA A Score (Thal Phase for A� plaques)
Phase 0 13 (12.7%) 9 (12.7%) 4 (12.9%) 1.00 (Reference)
Phase 1 or 2 30 (29.4%) 20 (28.2%) 10 (32.3%) 0.90 (0.20–3.92)
Phase 3 18 (17.6%) 14 (19.7%) 4 (12.9%) 0.59 (0.11–3.09)
Phase 4 or 5 41 (40.2%) 28 (39.4%) 13 (41.9%) 0.92 (0.23–3.68)

Braak Tangle Stage
0,1,2 8 (7.8%) 5 (7.0%) 3 (9.7%) 1.00 (Reference)
3 20 (19.6%) 14 (19.7 %) 6 (19.4%) 0.64 (0.11–3.69)
4 49 (48.0%) 35 (49.3%) 14 (45.2%) 0.66 (0.14–3.20)
5 24 (23.5%) 16 (22.5%) 8 (25.8%) 0.79 (0.14–4.44)
6 1 (1.0%) 1 (1.4%) 0 (0.0%) –

NIA-AA C Score (CERAD neuritic plaques)
None 32 (31.4%) 21 (29.6%) 11 (35.5%) 1.00 (Reference)
Sparse 14 (13.7%) 10 (14.1%) 4 (12.9%) 0.70 (0.17–2.81)
Moderate 10 (9.8%) 8 (11.3%) 2 (6.5%) 0.41 (0.07–2.39)
Frequent 46 (45.1%) 32 (45.1%) 14 (45.2%) 0.83 (0.31–2.26)

Cerebral Amyloid Angiopathy (CAA)
None 49 (48.0%) 33 (46.5%) 16 (51.6%) 1.00 (Reference)
Mild 10 (09.8%) 7 (9.9%) 3 (9.7%) 0.89 (0.20–4.08)
Moderate 34 (33.3%) 27 (38.0%) 7 (22.6%) 0.44 (0.15–1.31)
Severe 9 (8.8%) 4 (5.6%) 5 (16.1%) 2.77 (0.62–12.36)

Microinfarcts
0 80 (78.4%) 55 (77.5%) 25 (80.6%) 1.00 (Reference)
1 18 (17.6%) 14 (19.7%) 4 (12.9%) 0.59 (0.17–2.02)
2 3 (2.9%) 1 (1.4%) 2 (6.5%) 2.28 (0.30–17.52)b

3+ 1 (1.0%) 1 (1.4%) 0 (0%) –
Atherosclerosis

None 24 (24.5%) 18 (26.5%) 6 (20.0%) 1.00 (Reference)
Mild 45 (45.9%) 32 (47.1%) 13 (43.3%) 1.21 (0.38–3.86)
Moderate 26 (26.5%) 17 (25.0%) 9 (30.0%) 1.71 (0.49–5.96)
Severe 3 (3.1%) 1 (1.5%) 2 (6.7%) 5.72 (0.42–78.78)

Arteriolosclerosis
None 12 (11.8%) 9 (12.7%) 3 (9.7%) 1.00 (Reference)
Mild 30 (29.4%) 22 (31.0%) 8 (25.8%) 1.04 (0.22–5.06)
Moderate 60 (58.8%) 40 (56.3%) 20 (64.5%) 1.37 (0.31–6.02)
Severe 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) NA

Lewy Body Disease (LBD)
None 84 (82.4%) 64 (90.1%) 20 (64.5%) 1.00 (Reference)
Brainstem 7 (6.9%) 4 (5.6%) 3 (9.7%) 2.36 (0.47–11.73)
Limbic 7 (6.9%) 2 (2.8%) 5 (16.1%) 8.37 (1.47–47.44)
Neocortical 4 (3.9%) 1 (1.4%) 3 (9.7%) 10.80 (1.03–113.82)

Hippocampal sclerosis (HS)
Absent 94 (92.2%) 68 (95.8%) 26 (83.9%) 1.00 (Reference)
Present 8 (7.8%) 3 (4.2%) 5 (16.1%) 5.28 (1.10–25.47)

LATE-NC
None 78 (76.5%) 57 (80.3%) 21 (67.7%) 1.00 (Reference)
Amygdala 7 (6.9%) 5 (7.0%) 2 (6.5%) 1.26 (0.21–7.40)
Hippocampus 15 (14.7%) 9 (12.7%) 6 (19.4%) 2.49 (0.83–7.46)c

Cortex 2 (2.0%) 0 (0%) 2 (6.5%) –

(Continued)
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Table 2
(Continued)

Pathologies All
Participants

Superior global
cognitive performers
(SGCP)

Non-Superior global
cognitive performers
(Non SGCP)

OR (95% CI)a

(N = 102) (N = 71) (N = 31)

ARTAG
None 40 (39.2%) 29 (40.8%) 11 (35.5%) 1.00 (Reference)
Occasional 54 (52.9%) 38 (53.5%) 16 (51.6%) 1.05 (0.42–2.64)
Numerous 8 (7.8%) 4 (5.6%) 4 (12.9%) 2.22 (0.44–11.10)

aMultiple logistic regression adjusting for age at visit for last MMSE, sex, and education used to calculate Odds ratio (OR) and 95%
Confidence Interval (CI). Values in bold are statistically significant. bOR calculated for 2+ microinfarcts. 1 SGCP with 3+ microinfarct was
included in this analysis. cOR calculated for hippocampal/cortical LATE-NC. 2 persons non-SGCPs with LATE-NC in cortex were included
in this analysis. AD, Alzheimer’s disease; ARTAG, Age-related tau astrogliopathy; LATE-NC, Limbic-predominant age-related TDP-43
encephalopathy neuropathological change; NIA-AA, National Institute on Aging-Alzheimer’s Association.

Fig. 2. Distribution of the comorbid neuropathology index scores by superior global cognitive performance in the oldest-old. Numbers inside
bars denote frequency.

than 70% of participants in both the SGCPs and non-322

SGCPs while mild or moderate arteriolosclerosis was323

present in above 85% participants in both groups.324

The severe vascular pathologic changes were infre-325

quent in both groups and none of the participants326

in either group had severe arteriolosclerosis. The327

non-AD neurodegenerative neuropathologic features328

were less frequent in SGCPs than in non-SGCPs. HS329

was observed in 4.2% of SGCPs compared to 16.1%330

of non-SGCPs. LBD was observed in 9.9% of SGCPs331

compared to 35.5% of non-SGCPs. LATE-NC was332

observed in 19.3% of SGCPs compared to 32.3%333

non-SGCPs. HS and LATE-NC co-existed in 4 par-334

ticipants, all of whom were non-SGCPs (not shown 335

in table). Occasional ARTAG was observed in half 336

of the participants in both groups, while numerous 337

ARTAG were observed in 5.6% of SGCPs versus 338

12.9% non-SGCPs (Table 2). 339

To examine comorbid pathology indices by SGCP 340

status, we first evaluated their distribution (Fig. 2). 341

The total neuropathology index scores ranged from 0 342

to 4.8 with SGCPs having lower index scores while 343

non-SGCPs tended to be on the higher index score 344

range, as shown by the red stacked bars in Fig. 2A. 345

Overall, most participants had scores between 1.8 to 346

2.8 (Fig. 2A). The vascular index scores ranged from 347
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0 to 2.4 but did not show a clear pattern of distribution348

based on SGCP status (Fig. 2B). The severe vascular349

index scores ranged from 0 to 3 with SGCPs having350

lower scores (Fig. 2C). The neurodegenerative index351

scores ranged from 0 to 2.4 with most SGCPs having352

lower scores. However, the only participant with a353

score of 2.4 in the neurodegenerative pathology index354

was a person categorized as SGCP (Fig. 2D).355

Association of ADNC and total neuropathology356

index with superior cognitive performance357

We used logistic regression models adjusting for358

age, sex, and education to examine the associations359

of ADNC, A score, Braak tangle stage, and C score,360

as well as total pathology index with SGCP status.361

There was no association between ADNC severity362

level and SGCP status. The ORs ranged from 0.53363

to 1.24, and there was no clear pattern of associa-364

tion with different levels of ADNC severity (Table 2).365

Similarly, there was no association between the indi-366

vidual ADNC pathologies (A score, Braak stage and367

C score) with SGCP status (Table 2).368

There was a significantly higher likelihood of being369

a non-SGCP with increasing total neuropathology370

index score. Compared to the reference category371

(0-<1.8 score), for the total neuropathology index cat-372

egory 1.8-<3 the OR was 5.87 (95% CI:1.23,28.05),373

for 3-<4 category the OR was 3.75 (95 CI: 0.62,374

22.82), and for 4+ category the OR was 18.31 (95%375

CI: 2.34,143.19) (Fig. 3A).376

Association between individual and multiple377

vascular neuropathologic features and superior378

cognitive performance379

Logistic regression models adjusting for age,380

sex, and education were also used to examine the381

associations of individual and comorbid vascular neu-382

ropathologic features with SGCP status. There were383

trends that participants with severe vascular patho-384

logic changes were more likely to be non-SGCP385

(Table 2). For example, the ORs for severe CAA com-386

pared to no CAA was 2.77 (95% CI:0.62–12.36),387

for 2+ microinfarcts compared to no microinfarcts388

2.28 (95%CI:0.30–17.52), for severe atherosclerosis389

compared to no atherosclerosis was 5.72 (95%CI:390

0.41–78.78) and no participant had severe arteri-391

olosclerosis. However, none of these ORs reached392

statistical significance.393

Unlike the vascular index, which showed no clear394

relationship pattern to SGCP status, for the severe395

Fig. 3. Association between comorbid neuropathology indices
and superior global cognitive performance in the oldest-old. A)
Association with total neuropathology (ADNC, CAA, microin-
farcts, atherosclerosis, arteriosclerosis, LBD, HS, LATE-NC, and
ARTAG) index scores. B) Association with severe vascular (CAA,
microinfarcts, atherosclerosis, and arteriosclerosis) index scores.
C) Association with neurodegenerative (LBD, HS, LATE-NC, and
ARTAG) index scores. ADNC, Alzheimer’s disease neuropatho-
logical change; ARTAG, Age-related tau astrogliopathy; CAA,
cerebral amyloid angiopathy; HS, hippocampal sclerosis; LATE-
NC, limbic-predominant age-related TDP-43 encephalopathy
neuropathological change; LBD, Lewy body disease; Non-SGCP,
Non-Superior Global Cognitive Performers; SGCP, Superior
Global Cognitive Performers.

vascular index, increasing scores tend to be associ- 396

ated with increased likelihood of being a non-SGCP, 397

although the ORs were not statistically significant 398

(Fig. 3B). 399

Association between individual and multiple 400

neurodegenerative neuropathologic features and 401

superior cognitive performance 402

As above, logistic regression models adjusting 403

for age, sex, and education were used to examine 404
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the associations of individual and comorbid neu-405

rodegenerative neuropathologic features with SGCP406

status. Compared to participants with no LBD, those407

having LBD were more likely to be non-SGCP,408

and the association was significant for limbic LBD409

(OR = 8.36:95%CI:1.47–47.44) and neocortical LBD410

(OR = 10.80; 95%CI:1.02–113.82). Participants with411

HS were more likely to be non-SGCP compared412

to those without (OR = 5.28; 95%CI:1.10–25.47).413

Compared to participants with no LATE-NC, for all414

levels of LATE-NC there was a non-significant but415

increased likelihood of being a non-SGCP. Compared416

to participants without ARTAG, those with numer-417

ous ARTAG had increased, although non-significant,418

likelihood of being a non-SGCP (Table 2).419

There was a significantly higher likelihood of being420

a non-SGCP with increasing neurodegenerative index421

score, with OR = 6.93 (95%CI = 1.66–28.83) in par-422

ticipants with 1+ scores compared to participants with423

score 0 (Fig. 3C).424

Secondary analyses425

Given the sparse data for some of the neuropatho-426

logic features, we conducted exact logistic regression427

to confirm the robustness of our findings. For most428

neuropathologic features, the magnitude of the unad-429

justed ORs from the exact logistic regression analyses430

were very similar to the maximum likelihood esti-431

mates (MLE) of ORs from unadjusted and adjusted432

logistic regressions (Supplementary Table 1). The433

only exceptions were neocortical LBD and HS pres-434

ence, for which the 95% CI were wider and the ORs435

slightly attenuated and thus non-significant (Supple-436

mentary Table 1).437

We also conducted secondary analyses chang-438

ing the MMSE cut-off for superior performance439

to 27 and 29 and examined the associations with440

neuropathologic features. With the lower cut-off441

of 27, more participants (87 out of 102) were442

categorized as superior performers and fewer (15443

participants) were non-superior performers (Supple-444

mentary Table 2). The results for the association445

of individual neuropathologic features with supe-446

rior cognition remained mostly unchanged with the447

following few differences (Supplementary Table 2).448

For ADNC, the ORs increased in magnitude rang-449

ing from 0.9 to 6.6 (versus 0.53 to 1.24 with the450

original cut-off of 28) but remained non-significant451

with wider 95%CIs and no clear pattern of asso-452

ciation. All levels of CAA were associated with453

non-significant increased likelihood of being a non-454

superior performer. For limbic LBD the OR was 455

attenuated (OR = 3.62) and not associated with being 456

non-superior performer. The OR for HS was higher 457

(OR = 7.08) and remained significantly associated 458

with being non-superior performer (Supplementary 459

Table 2). 460

With the higher MMSE cut-off of 29, fewer indi- 461

viduals (49 out of 102) were superior cognitive 462

performers and more (53 participants) non-superior 463

performers. Even with this cut-off, the results for the 464

associations continued to remain mostly unchanged 465

with the following few differences. Mild (OR = 0.12) 466

and moderate (OR = 0.17) CAA were associated with 467

significantly decreased odds of being a non-superior 468

performer, whereas with the original cut-off of 28 469

these associations were non-significant. For limbic 470

(OR = 5.25) and neocortical (OR = 3.11) LBD, the 471

ORs were attenuated and not significantly associ- 472

ated with being non-superior performer. For HS, 473

the OR was attenuated (OR = 2.27) and not signif- 474

icantly associated with increased odds of being a 475

non-superior performer (Supplementary Table 3). 476

Switching the MMSE cut-off values to lower and 477

higher levels resulted in attenuation of some of the 478

ORs, but the direction of association remained con- 479

sistent. The secondary analyses did not have much of 480

an impact on our overall results and conclusions and 481

suggest the robustness of our findings. 482

Comparison of autopsied and non-autopsied 483

participants 484

A substantial proportion of The 90+ Study par- 485

ticipants invited to join the autopsy program did 486

not consent to autopsy. Therefore, we compared the 487

autopsied and non-autopsied individuals to explore 488

differences between the two groups. Compared to 489

those who did not consent to autopsy, the autopsy 490

group included fewer women (66.9% versus 74.3%), 491

were slightly younger (93.0 versus 93.8 years), had 492

higher education (51.9% college or higher versus 493

38.1%), and fewer were LWC participants (49.4% 494

versus 92.4%) (Supplementary Table 4). 495

DISCUSSION 496

Our study aimed to evaluate the neuropathologi- 497

cal findings in superior global cognitive performers 498

that distinguish them from non-superior performing 499

peers using autopsy data from 102 cognitively nor- 500

mal participants of The 90+ Study. Neither ADNC 501

nor vascular neuropathologic features were associ- 502
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ated with superior cognitive performance. However,503

among the few cognitively normal participants with504

severe vascular pathologic changes, we observed a505

suggestion of higher likelihood of not having superior506

cognition, i.e., lower likelihood of superior cognition.507

Participants with LBD and HS were more likely to be508

non-SGCP, i.e., less likely to have superior cognition.509

There was a trend that presence of LATE-NC was510

related to higher likelihood of being non-SGCP, i.e.,511

a lower likelihood of superior cognitive performance,512

although the results were not statistically signifi-513

cant. Presence of higher levels of multiple comorbid514

neuropathologic features (as indicated by the comor-515

bid neuropathology indices) were associated with516

increased likelihood of being non-SGCP, i.e., a lower517

likelihood of superior cognitive performance.518

ADNC was very common, found in 87% of our519

study participants but was not associated with supe-520

rior cognitive performance. This finding is expected521

given that ADNC is almost ubiquitous in this oldest-522

old cohort [14], and has been commonly reported523

in individuals without dementia in a recent meta-524

analysis on 17 population based autopsy studies525

with age of death 65 years and above [29]. Fur-526

thermore, a previous analysis on eight participants527

from The 90+ Study reported the presence of plaques528

and tangles—the hallmarks of ADNC—in the brains529

of “SuperAgers” [30]. However, previous autopsy530

studies in the Northwestern University SuperAging531

Study cohort reported that compared to age-matched532

controls, fewer neurofibrillary tangles and amyloid533

plaques were observed in the anterior cingulate and534

entorhinal cortex of “SuperAgers”, defined as 80 and535

older individuals having similar memory to partici-536

pants 20 to 30 years younger [8, 12]. Methodological537

differences including difference in superior cogni-538

tive performer definition, brain regions evaluated, and539

larger sample size could all have contributed to the540

incongruence with our study results.541

We also found that maintenance of superior cog-542

nitive performance in this oldest-old cohort was543

associated with lower levels of comorbid neuropatho-544

logic features in the brain. While no study has545

analyzed multiple comorbid neuropathologic fea-546

tures in cognitively superior individuals, previous547

reports from The 90+ Study [6, 31] and other cohorts548

[7, 32, 33] have shown the association between549

mixed neuropathologic features and increased like-550

lihood and severity of cognitive impairment. Results551

from the Nun Study and HAAS reported that comor-552

bid neuropathologic features were common and the553

cumulative burden was the most relevant determinant554

of cognitive impairment [7]. A large study on clinic- 555

based population from the NIH-funded Alzheimer 556

Disease Research Centers on individuals with and 557

without dementia with mean age 81 years reported 558

that mixed neuropathologic features were common 559

and high comorbid neuropathology was associated 560

with lower MMSE scores [5]. Results from the 561

Nun Study and HAAS also reported that cognitive 562

resilience, despite high levels of neurofibrillary tan- 563

gles, was strongly associated with minimal comorbid 564

neuropathologic features [7]. Another study from the 565

Religious Orders Study (ROS), and the Rush Mem- 566

ory and Aging Project (MAP) on older adults with 567

a mean age of 87 years reported comorbid ADNC, 568

vascular and non-AD neurodegenerative neuropatho- 569

logic features as well as their increasing severity were 570

related to faster rate of cognitive decline in individ- 571

uals without dementia [32, 34]. Results from Adult 572

Changes in Thought (ACT) study comparing vascular 573

neuropathologic features in ADNC resistant groups 574

to their age-matched AD dementia groups reported 575

that resistant individuals had less arteriolosclerosis, 576

microinfarcts and CAA, and maintained high cogni- 577

tive scores over time [35]. Given the commonality 578

of ADNC in our study participants, it is possible that 579

the added presence of vascular and neurodegenerative 580

neuropathologic features lead to worsening of cogni- 581

tive performance in cognitively normal oldest-old. 582

Among vascular neuropathologic features, CAA 583

and microinfarcts were less common while lower 584

levels of atherosclerosis and arteriolosclerosis were 585

relatively common in all participants. However, very 586

few cognitively normal participants had severe lev- 587

els of any vascular neuropathology, and none had 588

severe arteriolosclerosis. No previous autopsy study 589

has explored vascular neuropathologic features in 590

relation to superior cognitive performance. However, 591

vascular neuropathologies have reportedly been asso- 592

ciated with cognitive impairment. CAA has been 593

associated with an increased likelihood of demen- 594

tia and a faster rate of global cognitive decline 595

[36]. Previous studies in our cohort [4] as well as 596

other cohorts [37–40] reported that microinfarcts 597

independently and in presence of ADNC were asso- 598

ciated with increased odds of dementia and cognitive 599

impairment. A previous autopsy study on Brazil- 600

ian population aged >50 years found an association 601

between high-grade atherosclerosis and dementia 602

[41]. A study on participants of the Baltimore Lon- 603

gitudinal Study of Aging with mean age 87.6 years 604

observed high prevalence of atherosclerosis and 605

found it to be an independent risk factor for dementia 606
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[42]. In our study, there were trends that partici-607

pants with severe vascular pathologic changes were608

less likely to be superior cognitive performers, but609

none of the associations were statistically significant.610

Given the high mortality in the presence of vascular611

disease, it is possible that individuals with severe vas-612

cular pathologic changes do not survive to become613

oldest-old [43–45]. As a result, there could be low614

prevalence of severe vascular pathologies in cogni-615

tively normal participants and consequently, limiting616

the power of our data to determine whether absence of617

severe vascular pathologic changes is indeed related618

to maintaining superior cognition.619

With multiple comorbid severe vascular pathologic620

changes as determined by the severe vascular index,621

we observed a trend showing decreased likelihood622

of superior cognitive performance. A previous study623

in the ROS-MAP participants reported mixed vascu-624

lar disease associated with faster cognitive decline,625

especially in the presence of atherosclerosis and626

arteriolosclerosis [46]. Our findings are consistent627

with available literature and allude to severe vascular628

pathologic changes independently and in combina-629

tion having a more deleterious effect on cognition,630

while at lower levels their effect is not as prominent.631

However, given the small sample size of individuals632

with severe vascular pathologic changes, the inter-633

pretation of our results warrants caution.634

Among neurodegenerative neuropathologic fea-635

tures, LBD and HS were rare in these cognitively636

normal oldest old and were associated with a lower637

likelihood of superior cognition. About 20% of our638

participants had LATE-NC and showed trends of639

association with a lower likelihood of superior cog-640

nition. Despite the comorbidity with HS [47], only641

4 of our 102 participants had HS with LATE-NC642

and none had superior cognition. In the autopsy study643

on Northwestern SuperAging study participants, the644

authors found a single case of HS and 2 cases of645

LBD out of 10 SuperAger cases studied [11]. Our646

results are consistent in reporting a low prevalence of647

these neuropathologic features in superior cognitive648

performers.649

We further observed that high levels of total650

burden of non-AD neurodegenerative neuropatho-651

logic features was less likely in superior cognitive652

performers. Despite limited evidence on the associ-653

ation with superior cognition, in published literature654

there is a known association of both individual and655

comorbid non-AD neurodegenerative neuropatholo-656

gies with global cognitive impairment and dementia657

[39, 48–50]. Previous studies have reported that LBD658

independently and in presence of ADNC were asso- 659

ciated with increased odds of dementia [5, 39] and 660

cognitive decline [34]. Studies from our cohort [14] 661

and other cohorts [23, 48, 49] have reported associa- 662

tion of independent and comorbid LATE-NC and HS 663

with global cognitive impairment. Our findings add 664

to the evidence by reporting an association between 665

superior cognitive performance in oldest old and 666

absence of independent and comorbid non-AD neu- 667

rodegenerative neuropathologic features. 668

Resistance is inferred when observed levels of 669

dementia-related neuropathologic features is lower 670

than expected based on individual characteristics 671

while cognitive resilience is inferred from a higher 672

level of cognitive functioning than expected despite 673

high neuropathologic burden [13, 14]. Our results 674

indicate that superior cognitive performance in 675

oldest-old can be explained by concepts of both 676

resilience and resistance. In cognitively normal 677

oldest-old, the superior global cognitive perform- 678

ers were resilient to ADNC, i.e., they maintained 679

superior cognition despite having ADNC. On the 680

other hand, other neurodegenerative neuropathologic 681

features, particularly LBD and HS, were very rare 682

indicating resistance, i.e., their ability to escape the 683

development of these changes in the brains. For 684

vascular neuropathologic features, the results were 685

mixed showing resilience at lower levels and poten- 686

tial resistance to higher levels of vascular pathologic 687

change needed to maintain superior cognitive perfor- 688

mance. 689

One of the major strengths of our study is the 690

sample size given the advanced age of our popula- 691

tion. Our results are derived by analyzing autopsy 692

data from 102 cognitively normal individuals who 693

died at a mean age of 97 years. Second, we used 694

cognitive test scores between 12 to 2 months before 695

death. In published literature there is no consensus 696

definition for superior cognitive performance. Most 697

studies define superior cognitive performance at a 698

specific age range relative to either age-matched peers 699

or younger cohorts. However, individuals who are 700

superior performers at a particular age might decline 701

progressively over time and this decline would be 702

faster in oldest-old. By relying on MMSE perfor- 703

mance in the last year of life, we could ensure that 704

the participants identified as SGCPs maintained high 705

performance throughout life. By excluding test scores 706

from the last two months before death, we could 707

avoid misclassifying a SGCP who had lower scores 708

due to terminal illness. Third, unlike other studies 709

that identify superior performers in memory, we used 710
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MMSE which is a measure of global cognition. This711

is important as superior memory performance does712

not always indicate superior performance in other713

domains [51, 52]. By evaluating global cognition, we714

aimed to identify individuals with superior perfor-715

mance in memory as well as other cognitive domains.716

Our study had some limitations. First, despite the717

relatively large sample size, very few participants had718

severe levels of vascular and neurodegenerative neu-719

ropathologic features which could lead to sparse data720

bias. One hallmark sign of sparse data bias in multi-721

variate analysis is that, as more variables are added to722

the regression model the coefficient estimates get fur-723

ther away from the null [53]. However, this was not724

the case in our study as the adjusted and unadjusted725

ORs were very similar. In addition, the ORs from726

the exact logistic regression, which can be used to727

address sparse data bias when sample sizes are small,728

showed very similar associations to the ORs from729

MLE logistic regressions suggesting the robustness730

of our findings. Nonetheless, we should be cautious731

in drawing inference on the associations of vascular732

and neurodegenerative neuropathologic features with733

superior cognition, and future work should exam-734

ine these associations in other datasets of oldest-old735

individuals. Second, MMSE test scores are related736

to education level and our participants were highly737

educated [54, 55]. We found about 70% cognitively738

normal participants were SGCPs. It is possible that in739

some cases the high MMSE scores are due to better740

test taking abilities and not necessarily superior cog-741

nition levels. Nonetheless, since all participants were742

cognitively normal at the time of death, we expect743

most participants to have relatively high MMSE744

scores. Moreover, in our secondary analyses we745

examined all associations using alternative lower and746

higher cut-off values of MMSE, and yet got very sim-747

ilar results. These additional findings suggest that our748

findings are robust. Third, The 90+ Study participants749

are mostly White college-educated women. However,750

given that among individuals aged 85 and older there751

are two females for every male, and around 81% are752

Non-Hispanic White [56], our results are somewhat753

generalizable to oldest-old US population in terms of754

sex and race distribution. Nonetheless, we acknowl-755

edge that the lack of ethnoracial and educational756

diversity in our cohort precludes us from general-757

izing the findings from this study to a more diverse758

population. Fourth, since we did not examine cog-759

nitive trajectories and only assessed cross-sectional760

superior cognition at the time of death, we did not761

test preserved cognition over time. As a result, indi-762

viduals starting with MMSE scores below the cut-off 763

and maintaining the same over time would not qualify 764

as SGCP despite no cognitive decline, Future work 765

should analyze individuals with stable cognitive tra- 766

jectories over time and examine the association with 767

neuropathologic features. Last, The 90+ Study par- 768

ticipants who consented to the autopsy study had 769

significant demographic differences from the non- 770

autopsied participants. This could make our findings 771

less reflective of the general population. 772

To our knowledge, this is the first study that exam- 773

ines associations between individual AD and non-AD 774

neuropathologic features as well as multiple comor- 775

bid neuropathologic features with superior cognitive 776

performance. We report new evidence about the 777

neuropathologic features in the brains of oldest-old 778

individuals who maintain superior cognition till the 779

time of death. Our findings suggests that while AD 780

and low levels of vascular pathologic changes are 781

common in oldest old superior cognitive performers, 782

they remain resistant to severe vascular and non-AD 783

neurodegenerative changes, in particular, LBD and 784

HS. They also have lesser total burden of comor- 785

bid neuropathologic features. Therefore, preventive 786

measures targeted towards increasing resistance and 787

resilience to non-AD comorbid neuropathologies in 788

the brain might be useful in maintenance of superior 789

cognition despite advanced age. 790
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